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Limuru’s new borehole pumps 5,000 to 8,000 cubic meters of
water per hour; an ample supply to meet the needs of the
entire community. Families will no longer have to buy water
from unsterile water tanks, or walk for miles to get

“It was a
beautiful thing to

water from unclean sources. On March 18th, 2018,

watch the women sing and

it seemed like the entire community, including

dance around praising God

many sponsored children, came out to celebrate
the dedication of the new borehole. Women sang

for giving them clean
water nearer to their homes.

and danced with great joy. A borehole in their

My heart is full!” • Jocelyn

community will eliminate many hours of walking

Muraya, Director

to fetch water. The time spent fetching water
represents a cost to their health, productivity, and in
many cases, educational opportunities—a burden borne

disproportionately by women and girls.

Nancy Bolton of WMAD, Donna Michalek,
and Jared Steeves were thrilled to see
the impact of their 3 years
of fundraising.
Jared Steeves, a
businessman from
New Brunswick, got
on board and had the
privilege of seeing
Limuru’s children
drink safe water for

“It was great to be
able to see the project
completed and to bring
home some news and photos
of the dedication for friends,
family, and clients who gave
generously towards this
project.” • Jared

“God knew that
the people of Limuru
needed clean water. After going
to Kenya in 2015 on a Discovery

Donna Michalek
wrote a children’s

Tour, I asked the Lord how I could help,

book called “Water

and the idea of the book came into my

Boy” specifically

mind. I’m not a writer but God helped

for the purpose of

me and many people bought the

raising funds
for Limuru’s
water project.

book! God did it!”
• Donna

A DREAM

FULFILLED
A far off place, it could be anywhere,
And what is too common, does anyone care?
People thirsting for water, there’s no greater need,
Will someone take notice, will someone take heed?
A small group of women and one young man,
Showed their concern, and thought of a plan.
Fifty thousand dollars had to be raised,
A daunting amount, but God would amaze.
He began touching hearts to complete His endeavour,
Knowing full well it would not take forever.
The dollars came in from many a soul,

The ben

They soon had enough to begin the borehole.

Limuru

One week the rig drilled, the borehole complete,

lives of

And all rejoiced at this incredible feat.

adults, e
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We gathered as one from far and from near,
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And shared together many a tear.

generat

There was drumming and dancing and singing galore,

thank y

A beautiful scene that made every heart soar.

this pro

This pure clean water from deep in the earth,
A sweet gift of life of no greater worth.
For generations to come this water will flow,
Helping so many, numbers we’ll never know.
A dream fulfilled, made possible by love,
Orchestrated by Him, who reigns from above.
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The benefits of clean water in
Limuru will influence the daily
lives of thousands of children and
adults, eliminating waterborne
diseases and impacting the
quality of life in the community for
generations to come. A heartfelt
thank you to all who supported
this project.

“To live without clean water
is wrong. Women walking for miles
every day to fetch water, often with
their children by their side or on their
back, is wrong. To arrive at a muddy water
hole that is shared with cattle is wrong.
That’s why we feel so passionate about
providing clean water to communities in need.
Being present at the dedication, was surreal. A
very joyful moment. “ • Nancy

